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The book is easy to read and understand. However, a textbook is supposed to provide you with
facts. Period. When you can tell which way the authors lean politically, then there is a problem. This
book is full of liberal bias and opinions from the authors. A textbook is not supposed to try to get you
to think one way about a political issue. It's supposed to present you with the facts. This textbook is
highly critical of conservatives and their way of thinking, but is merely mildly questioning on liberals
and doesn't questions their way of thinking at all. It has a lot of clearly factual information about how
the government works, but then presents you with an issue and, in one example, says, "most
conservatives believe "this" about this issue, but that doesn't seem right, does it?" And in one area it
says, "conservatives believe "this" about this issue. That is wrong". Sorry, that's called
indoctrination. You're supposed to present the facts and encourage students to think for
themselves, not to think the way the author or teacher thinks. It gets two stars for having factual

information about the way the government works, and for being easy to understand.

I really don't like this textbook. It presents information in a haphazard way, is obviously left-winged
biased, and doesn't really cover what I loved about Government in highschool. Probably the worst
written textbook I've ever read, and I have read my fair share. The e-textbook features are really
nice though.

I've handed out some harsh textbook reviews in the past but this one isn't too bad. It doesn't get all
carried away with dumb crap that doesn't matter. It is very easy to read and perfect for a community
college underachiever like myself.

The information in this book is biased toward a Progressive Agenda, but there is still a lot of good
information. All college students should realize that academia today is constructing a cannon to get
you to believe their progressive way. Seek the truth. Study the Constitution and Federalist Papers.
Learn to decree the lies.

Loved this book. Used this for my Political Science class a El Camino College and it was just what i
needed. No more, no less. Item was delivered in New condition and well wrapped (shipping).

Very good book, required by my college. It was much cheaper on than at my college bookstore.
would recommend ordering it. Arrived on time as described.

delivered fast and great summary info of for a politics 101 class, exactly what you need to know to
pass the class and understand goverment

Great book easy to ready and nicely written. Very informative. Came brand new wrapped in a bad
and card to compliment the online version.
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